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I. INTRODUCTION

In various engineering disciplines, the need
is felt for a discrete higher dimensional func-
tion theory, to deal with boundary value prob-
lems. In discrete Clifford analysis we develop
such a theory for functions of a discrete vec-
tor variable, meanwhile generalizing features
of holomorphic functions in the complex plane.
In this framework, the Cauchy–Kovalevskaya
(CK) extension theorem is an important tool to
generate bases for our function spaces, which
is essential for numerical methods.

II. THE CK EXTENSION THEOREM

The idea behind the CK–extension [1] is to
characterize solutions of partial differential
equations by their restriction to a space of one
dimension less. For the Cauchy–Riemann op-
erator in the complex plane, the theorem states
that a holomorphic function is completely de-
termined by its restriction to the real axis.
More precisely, given a real-analytic function
f0(x) in |x| < a,

F (z) =
∑∞
k=0

(iy)k

k!
f

(k)
0 (x)

is holomorphic in |z|<a and F (z)|R=f0(x).
This result has been generalized to higher di-
mension in the framework of continuous Clif-
ford analysis and was used to generate orthog-
onal bases of so-called monogenic functions,
the higher dimensional analogues of holomor-
phic functions.
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III. DISCRETE CLIFFORD ANALYSIS

Now, we consider functions defined on the
equidistant lattice Zmh with mesh width h and
taking values in an appropriate Clifford alge-
bra. Discrete monogenic functions are null so-
lutions of a discrete Dirac operator D factoriz-
ing the star Laplacian.

As a consequence of the discrete frame-
work, more involved discrete homogeneous
polynomials ξkj [1] of degree k, i.e. eigenfunc-
tions with eigenvalue k of a discrete Euler
operator E, will replace the classical homo-
geneous powers xkj . This is also reflected
in the structure of the CK–extension theo-
rem, where, given f (x2, . . . , xm) defined on
Zm−1
h , a unique discrete monogenic function

CK [f ] on Zmh , with CK [f ]|x1=0 = f , can be
constructed. With D′ being the restriction of
the Dirac operatorD to the hyperplane x1 = 0,
we explicitly have

CK [f ] =
∑∞
k=0

ξk
1 [1](x1)

k!
fk(x2, . . . , xm)

where f0=f and fk+1=(−1)k+1D′fk; con-
vergence is ensured by properties of the ξkj [1].

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A CK–extension theorem was established in a
discrete setting, allowing to generate discrete
monogenic functions out of any given discrete
function. The next step in the research pro-
gramme thus will consist in constructing or-
thogonal bases of discrete monogenic func-
tions, which are essential in applications.
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